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Season 47, Episode 188
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Ep. #11912



Craig lies to Rosanna that he was the one who slept with Carly before the wedding. Rosanna threatens to tell Jack but Craig stops her. Later, Rosanna orders Carly and Craig to vacate the Monte Carlo offices. Meanwhile, Carly is stunned when Craig tells her about his lie. Against Carlys advice, Jack rushes JJ to the hospital with a fever. Susan suspects scoliosis and consults with John about the lack of the condition in JJs family history. Later, John suggests to Jack they perform a second DNA test to determine JJs family paternity. Molly apologizes to Mike for letting her jealousy of Carly come between them. Emily is surprised to find that Hal and Will have returned home. Emily confronts an apologetic Hal but is interrupted by Margo and A.D.A. Evelyns arrival. Emily supports a devastated Hal when they learn that Will is to be admitted into the hospital for a 30- day observation period. Alison imagines Lucy recalling her admission that she set the barn on fire. Later, Alison talks Aaron out of reminding Lucy about their lovemaking.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
27 December 2002, 14:00
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